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WELCOME.

POSITIVE BOOST!

SIMPLE TOUCHES!

Hello and welcome to newsletter 2!

 With this newsletter I wanted to focus
on Spring and looking forward, which
is quite difficult at the moment with
everything that is happening in
Ukraine.
None of us can escape the terrifying
images of war and destruction, and I
think we are all in need of some happy
news or a boost of positivity!

With Spring looming and the promise of
lighter nights and seeing the Sun again,
it's also a good time to add a boost of
colour to our homes!

Adding fresh flowers, new light and
bright cushions and simple accessories
are all inexpensive ways you can lift a
room and your mood!



As promised last month coastal styling with stripes.

Stripes can be playful and fun yet have a
sophisticated side to them too!
They can bring definition and drama to a room 
whilst adding a relaxed
 seaside vibe!

RE-STYLE WITH STRIPES!

FOCUS OF THE ROOM

You can change the focus of a room
with different sized stripes, you can
add width or depth depending on the
direction of the stripe.

Candy stripes are an effective way of
bringing colour into any room!
it doesn't have to be just navy and
white!
They look especially nice when teamed
with florals or animal prints for a
child's room!



Wide stripes on furniture work well as a dominant
room feature, use finer stripes if you would like a
more simple and elegant backdrop, for example on a
fine striped wallpaper.

STRIPES NEVER DATE OR GO
OUT OF FASHION.
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Accessorise with cushions, throws and
lampshades to finish the look or add
them to a plain room to add a pop of
colour and pattern!



Here are some of this month's makes!
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A big thankyou to my lovely customers!
Looking forward to my next batch of
makes for this month.

Thankyou for reading and I hope it
gave you a little burst of Spring colour
and optimism in these dark days...

Next month... Seasonal interior
personalities! 
Take care, see you soon 
                                     Bev x 


